Abstract. The HMM_DC algorithm is proposed based on the Hidden Markov Model to detect the community in dynamic social network. The algorithm transforms the community detection problem to get the optimal status chain in Hidden Markov Model with considering the history information and characteristics in dynamic social network. The algorithm uses the observed chain and status chain to represent the community structure and node information and can identify the community structure without extra information. The experiment results show that HMM_DC algorithm is available and performs effectively and accurately in identifying the community structure in the dynamic social network and the value of Q and NMI can raise 28% and 20% at least.
Introduction
More and more new applications play important roles on social network with the development of Internet. SNA(Social Network Analysis) has been the main method to study the structure and characteristic of the network system. With the research of many complex network, community are widespread in social network [1, 2] . The nodes have common properties and contact frequently in the community and contact fewer between communities.Detecting and studying the community is important to have a good knowledge of the inner structure and analyze the unknown information of social networks. More and more algorithms are proposed to detect the community structure in social network, such as LPA [3] and modularity based algorithm [4, 5] . It's worth noting that most of the researches are based on the static social network. However, researchers have found that most of the social networks are dynamic and the individual in the network increase or decrease with the time lapse (Fig.1) . Therefore, it is very important to study the community to understand the structure and function in the dynamic network. Fig. 1 Community in the dynamic social networks There are many achievements on detecting community structures in dynamic social networks. Berger-wolf [7] proposed a widespread framework which considered that the dynamic social network could be divided into pieces of static networks of different snapshot. A Social Cost model was proposed to analyze the community in dynamic networks which only consider the individuals in the network. Sun et al [9] gave a new algorithm GraphScope based on information theory, which can detect the community and variety nodes without entering any parameters in order to decrease the complexity. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] proposed the other remarkable algorithms to detect the community in social network. However, communities in real networks change over time. In contrast to the previous work on tracking independent communities, the evolution of structure within social network should be considered. The structure in current time can be related with the previous structure of the social networks.
Considering the problems in the previous dynamic algorithms, the HMM_DC algorithm is proposed based on the Hidden Markov Model to detect the community in dynamic social network. The algorithm transforms the community detection problem to get the optimal status chain in Hidden Markov Model with considering the history information and characteristics in dynamic social network. The algorithm uses the observed chain and status chain to represent the community structure and node information and can identify the community structure without extra information. The result of the experiments shows that HMM_DC algorithm is available and performs effectively and accurately in identifying the community structure in the dynamic social network and the value of Q and NMI can raise 28% and 20% at least.
Modeling
HMM (Hidden Markov Model, Fig. 2 ) is a doubly stochastic process and a probabilistic model to describe statistical properties of random processes. It consists of two parts: Markov chains and stochastic process. Markov chain used to be described by the state of the shift and described by the transition probability. General stochastic process used to be described by the relationship between the state and observe sequences and described by the observe probability. [15] The dynamic social networks are divided into multiple snapshots by time granularity and can be represented by multiple static networks.
We assume that the adjacent networks are time-related and can be described with the first-order Markov Chain. The community structure of the social networks cannot be observed directly, therefore we treated the community in social network as status chain with considering the HMM. The degree distribution of each nodes can be described by observed chain. The algorithm transforms the community detection problem to get the optimal status chain in Hidden Markov Model with considering the history information and characteristics in dynamic social network when compared with the current dynamic community structure detection algorithms. Therefore, HMM_DC algorithm was proposed to detect the community structure in social network with considering the characteristics of HMM and dynamic social networks.
In order to get the optimal status sequence of HMM, we use the Viterbi algorithm which is a dynamic programming algorithm. Viterbi algorithm can find the hidden status of the observed sequence 123 ,,, SSSL and the maximum probability of the hidden status sequence with giving a observed sequence 123 ,,, OOOL .
Description of HMM_DC algorithm
Social networks can be described by Graph and expressed by 
Definition 5 (Status Transition Probability): __ ptransstate is the probability of the status of node i transfer to the status i C .
(1,) 
We give the definition of the affiliation function (,) ComiC [7] which represents the degree of the node i in adjacent matrix R belong to the group C . ij r is the member of matrix R and 
The basic idea of the HMM_DC algorithm is that we assume the current structure is under the influence of previous networks. Then, the algorithm transforms the community detection problem to get the optimal status chain in Hidden Markov Model with considering the history information and characteristics in dynamic social network. The algorithm uses the observed chain and status chain to represent the community structure and node information. Fig. 3 Fig. 3 the framework of HMM_DC algorithm In this section, we describe the detailed steps of HMM_DC algorithm in Table 1 . In Table 1 we can get that n is the number of nodes and m is the number of edges and c N is the number of initialization community. In 
Experiments
In this section, we compare the HMM_DC algorithm with CDBIA [16] 、QCA [11] 、MIEN [17] . CDBIA is an increment algorithm. QCA is a self-adaptive algorithm without any parameters. MIEN uses the idea of compress and uncompressing to describe the information in network. The simulation environment is 1G, 3.2GHz, P4 processor and Matlab R2008b integrated environment.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we use the VAST and Enron and Facebook social network datasets to simulate. The VAST dataset is an open competition dataset that come from IEEE VAST 2008 and contains a 400-member group of calling data in ten days. ENRON dataset consists of approximately 1.5 million email communications sent or received by employees in Enron, Inc.. Facebook social network [18] dataset is a collection of friends relationship in Facebook. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we use the NMI function and modularity Q function. NMI is used to describe the similarity between detective community and the real community. VAST dataset: We divide the network by days that we can get ten Graph Sequences. Fig. 4-6 . In Fig.4 , the performance improved 40%, although the NMI decreased 0.08 in the second timepoint. In Fig.5-6 HMM_DC algorithm has an apparently advantage over the other algorithms in modularity and is more efficient than the others algorithms.
ENRON dataset: We divide the network by month and typical community dynamic examples discovered in ENRON dataset are shown in Fig. 7-9 . Compared with the other algorithms, the HMM_DC algorithm is more stable in community detection and steady in NMI. The performance of the algorithm improved 28% and its modularity values are greater than 0.5.
Facebook dataset: We divide the network by month and typical community dynamic examples discovered in Facebook dataset are shown in Fig. 10-12 . Fig.10-12 , we can get that the community structures detected by HMM_DC algorithm are global optimization.
Conclusions
In this paper, the HMM_DC algorithm is proposed based on the Hidden Markov Model to detect the community in dynamic social network. The algorithm transforms the community detection problem to get the optimal status chain in Hidden Markov Model with considering the history information and characteristics in dynamic social network. The algorithm uses the observed chain and status chain to represent the community structure and node information and can identify the community structure without extra information. The results of experiment show that HMM_DC algorithm is available and performs effectively and accurately in identifying the community structure in the dynamic social network and has lower complexity.
From the experiment results, we can get that the HMM_DC algorithm has lower performance in sparse graph and cannot get the global optimization community structure without enough information. Therefore, how to improve the performance of the algorithm in a sparse graph would be considered in our future work.
